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Today our people's living standards continue to improve, rapid economic 
development, resulting in enormous pressure on urban traffic, as an important force in 
public transportation, urban taxi largely made up for the lack of coverage and 
fixed-line bus time. Yet even so to fill the vacancy, in which there were a number of 
shortcomings, design and implement a allows users to use mobile devices in the form 
of a client to call a taxi near the search query system, not only can solve the problem, 
but also greatly ease traffic pressure. 
We designed and implemented a set of queries call taxi system which these three 
components including car terminals, passenger side and server side queries to realize 
the taxi driving position, timely feedback, this article is responsible for solving the car 
terminal, passenger inquiry information exchange between the client and server side. 
Specific contents are as follows: 
On one hand, with reference to the existing call taxi system, designed and 
implemented by section Interaction Server, passenger terminals and vehicle mount 
terminals three complete call system. According to these three components, analyze 
each component to achieve functional modules, server query module, management 
module, and communication module, passenger side is real-time positioning, inquiry 
call taxis, make an appointment to view the vehicle history evaluation modules, car 
side is real-time positioning, query information, voice navigation, accepted an 
appointment, appointment reminders, and view alarm evaluation modules and 
focusing on the current system will give users to get the most real-time, efficient 
service. 
On the other hand, for the design of the system consists of three components, the 
server is using java SE architecture, which uses java swing interface layout, vehicle, 
passenger terminals are based on android platform. Focus is to allow users to take 
advantage of real-time transmission capabilities of the mobile platform, anytime, 
anywhere to initiate a request for information on the current taxi series in the form of 

















so as to achieve real-time query localization effect. 
The system by means of real-time mobile Internet, to passengers, taxi drivers, 
taxi operators these parties to provide a good solution that combines Baidu map 
navigation, GPS positioning, voice navigation and other functions, a better solution in 
peak time empty play difficult problem, and to provide users reservation capabilities. 
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